Fear causes people to make irrational, destructive decisions.

Society cannot be fixed – only changed.

Blindly trusting a society’s rules leads to loss or suffering.

Society has a skewed perspective of individuality and innocence.

Despite strenuous effort, societal perfection is unattainable.

Concealing people’s differences only inflicts more pain to everyone.

Complete equality is ineffective because it fails.

Fear of diversity causes harm in any society.

Without morality, conformity is dangerous.

A society defined by fear is bound to become a dystopia.

When people cave into populist discriminatory fear, disaster is inevitable.

Societies will try to be as perfect as it can be, but oftentimes falls short.

Superficial, materialistic solutions will only worsen deep-rooted problems.

Ignorance and apathy blind people to society’s potential to advance.

Beauty is temporary and can be destroyed by ignorance.

It is inevitable that oppression will negatively affect all members of a society.